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ABSTRACT
Context. Our recent observational study shows that the majority of coronal bright points (CBPs) in the quiet Sun are sources of one
or more eruptions during their lifetime.
Aims. Here, we investigate the non-potential time-dependent structure of the magnetic field of the CBP regions with special emphasis
on the time-evolving magnetic structure at the spatial locations where the eruptions are initiated.
Methods. The magnetic structure is evolved in time using a non-linear force-free field (NLFFF) relaxation approach based on a time
series of helioseismic and magnetic imager (HMI) longitudinal magnetograms. This results in a continuous time series of NLFFFs.
The time series is initiated with a potential field extrapolation based on a magnetogram taken well before the time of the eruptions.
This initial field is then evolved in time in response to the observed changes in the magnetic field distribution at the photosphere. The
local and global magnetic field structures from the time series of NLFFF field solutions are analysed in the vicinity of the eruption
sites at the approximate times of the eruptions.
Results. The analysis shows that many of the CBP eruptions reported in a recent publication contain a twisted flux tube located at
the sites of eruptions. The presence of flux ropes at these locations provides in many cases a direct link between the magnetic field
structure, their eruption, and the observation of mini coronal mass ejections (mini-CMEs). It is found that all repetitive eruptions are
homologous.
Conclusions. The NLFFF simulations show that twisted magnetic field structures are created at the locations hosting eruptions in
CBPs. These twisted structures are produced by footpoint motions imposed by changes in the photospheric magnetic field observa-
tions. The true nature of the micro-flares remains unknown. Further 3D data-driven magnetohydrodynamic modelling is required to
show how these twisted regions become unstable and erupt.
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1. Introduction
The solar corona consists of a large selection of different phenom-
ena that manifest themselves in X-ray and extreme-ultraviolet
(EUV) observations over a variety of length and time scales. Gen-
erally, the main focus of interest is on the large-scale active regions
(ARs) with all their complexity and highly time-dependent evolu-
tion. This however has a clear disadvantage. The high complexity
of ARs is significantly challenging since their dynamical evolu-
tion is influenced by many different phenomena that act over a
variety of length and time scales. At the other end of the size spec-
trum, the so-called coronal bright points (CBPs) represent one of
the most typical omnipresent small-scale phenomenon in the solar
corona. They are found in the quiet Sun, coronal holes, and in
the vicinity of ARs. The plasma properties of CBPs indicate that
they represent a scaled-down version of ARs (for more details see
Madjarska 2019). Coronal bright points have a much simpler mag-
? Movies associated to Figs. 1–5 are available at https://www.
aanda.org
?? The name of this author was wrongly spelled in Mou et al. (2018,
Paper I) as Chauzhou Mou.
netic structure (≤60′′ in diameter) and shorter lifespans (in EUV
– ≤20 h, ≤12 h in X-rays), which permits us to follow their full
lifecycle (e.g. Golub et al. 1974; Harvey et al. 1993; Mou et al.
2018). These properties of CBPs provide a unique opportunity to
reach a better understanding of the basic physical mechanisms of
coronal heating and dynamics.
The first paper of this study (Mou et al. 2018, hereafter
Paper I) showed that more than two thirds (31 out of 42 or
76%) of CBPs host at least one eruption during their lifetime.
The study explored the observational properties of 11 quiet-Sun
CBPs and 21 eruptions associated with them. These eruptions
took place ∼17 h after the CBP formation where the average
lifetime of the CBPs in data taken in the 193 Å channel of
the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) on board the Solar
Dynamics Observatory (SDO) was ∼21 h. They occurred during
the convergence and cancellation phase of the bipole evolution
of the CBPs. The CBP eruptions presented an expulsion of chro-
mospheric material either as an elongated filamentary structure
(mini-filament, MF) or a volume of cool material (cool plasma
cloud, CPC). This was accompanied by the ejection of the CBP
or higher overlying hot loops. In some cases, coronal waves were
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also identified. A micro-brightening called micro-flaring (McF)
was observed in all erupting MFs/CPCs and was associated with
the polarity inversion line (PIL) of the bipoles related to the
eruptions (only one case was inconclusive). The true nature of
the McFs remains unknown. Mini coronal mass ejections (mini-
CMEs) appear to take place in 11 out of the 21 CBP eruptions.
Dimmings linked to the propagating mini-CMEs are seen as both
“dark” cool plasma and areas of decreased coronal emission
resulting from a plasma density depletion. This indicates a possi-
bility that mini-CMEs represent a characteristic part of the gen-
eral CBP lifecycle, and that it is a natural stage in the evolution
of CBPs. From Stereo EUVI data, Innes et al. (2009) estimated
that 1400 mini-CMEs (not specifically related to CBPs) happen
per day on the whole Sun, while Alipour et al. (2012) identified
2064 mini eruptions in AIA data. Mou et al. (2018) predicted
that at least 870 eruptions in CBPs should occur if 76% of all
CBPs produce at least one eruption during their lifetime.
A characteristic feature for the CBPs reported in Paper I is
the repeated occurrence of eruptions that are all related to mag-
netic flux convergence and cancellation in the photosphere. It has
often been stated that convergence, combined with photospheric
magnetic flux annihilation, is the main source for eruptions
(e.g. typically in the cases of classic CMEs, Chen 2011). Var-
ious models of eruptions are discussed in the following section.
Hermans et al. (1986) first reported a MF formation (average
size 15′′) along the PIL of small cancelling magnetic bipoles in
the quiet Sun followed by the MF eruption. The process of mini-
eruptions has not been investigated theoretically, although differ-
ent cartoon models of mini-eruptions in association with blowout
jets have been discussed on a number of occasions (see the
discussion in Mou et al. 2018, and the references therein). Jet
models have been numerically investigated in relation to simple
flux-emergence scenarios, (e.g. Moreno-Insertis & Galsgaard
2013; Archontis & Hood 2013). These investigations show how
the late phase of a flux-emergence process may result in situ-
ations where eruptions can take place in different parts of the
emerged bipolar region.
Solar atmospheric observations represent 2D imaging of a
3D structure and therefore do not provide an easy way to deter-
mine the magnetic field structure of the observed phenomena. To
obtain this structure some type of extrapolation of the magnetic
field based on the underlying magnetogram is required. From
such modelling, which is usually carried out using the potential
field approximation, the structure of CBPs is often found to be
a simple loop system connecting two well-defined magnetic flux
concentrations. A problem with this is that there is no simple
way to provide free magnetic energy into these simple loop sys-
tems within their typical lifetime, and therefore it is not possible
to explain why eruptions would take place in these systems at
a given time during their lifetime. To investigate this issue the
magnetic field and skeleton evolution during the lifetime of a
CBP or at least for the certain period of time leading to the erup-
tion time-period is required.
The aim of this paper is to obtain a better understanding
of the underlying magnetic field configuration that relates to
eruptions in CBPs and to investigate how data-driven non-linear
force-free field (NLFFF) modelling may help us to obtain an
understanding of the dynamical build-up of the flux regions that
host these eruptions. The article is organised in the following
way. In Sect. 2 a short review of eruption models is given. In
Sect. 3 we describe the observations used for the time-dependent
evolution of the magnetic field, while the method applied is dis-
cussed in Sect. 4. Section 5 discusses the findings for a selection
of CBP eruptions studied here. For reference the full data sam-
ple is given in Appendix A. The results are discussed in Sect. 6.
Finally, the conclusions are given in Sect. 7.
2. Models of eruptions
Eruptive phenomena in the solar corona have been discussed for
many years, with many different models that describe the gen-
eral magnetic field structure and its possible dynamical evolu-
tion. Many of these models are presented as cartoons that depict
the assumed structure of the magnetic field. These models are
based on the observed 2D emission patterns and the 2D mag-
netic field distribution in the photosphere. Some models have
subsequently been investigated in more detail using both analyt-
ical approaches and numerical modelling. In the following, we
discuss some of these models.
When it comes to CME models, the characteristic
model starts with a sheared arcade system that experiences
convergence of opposite polarity flux towards the PIL.
van Ballegooijen & Martens (1989) used a cartoon model to dis-
cuss the formation of prominences by shearing and converging
of magnetic flux across the PIL. The model assumes that mag-
netic reconnection is responsible for the build-up of the flux rope
(FR) that forms the prominence structure. A numerical attempt
to make a twisted flux tube was made by Antiochos et al. (1994),
which substantially sheared an initial bipolar field and created a
flux rope, showing that the basic idea works. This study has been
extended by a series of investigations, where Amari et al. (2003,
2007, 2018) expand on the previous model by including a rota-
tional twist of both flux concentrations, followed by a conver-
gence phase. In Amari et al. (2018) two models are compared,
namely the flux cancellations model (Amari et al. 2000) and the
breakout model (Antiochos et al. 1999). They found that both
models may work. The study further investigates the effect of
the ambient magnetic field structure on the eruption and finally
shows how this process works on a specific active region. In a
different study, an initial potential quadrupolar magnetic field
is stressed by pushing two asymmetric footpoints into contact
(Galsgaard & Longbottom 1999). This convergence provides the
basis for a flux rope due to reconnection taking place in the lower
atmosphere across the PIL. Finally, as an alternative process,
one could have a twisted flux system emerging into the corona
(Roussev et al. 2012). These models indicate that several ways
exist to build up an initial flux rope depending on both the pre-
history and the path of the time-dependent stressing. The exact
process that takes place is determined by the evolution of the
magnetic field configuration at the time close to the instability.
Having created a flux rope, the eruption is a manifes-
tation of an instability that drives the flux rope to expand
upwards. Exactly what initiates this process is unclear. Theoreti-
cal explanations have been put forward (Török & Kliem 2003,
2005; Démoulin & Aulanier 2010) describing different situa-
tions where a twisted magnetic field structure may experience
an instability. From these it is clear that the flux rope requires a
strong and highly twisted core; this has different repercussions.
Török & Kliem (2003, 2005), and Török et al. (2004) investi-
gated different scenarios where a twisted loop system becomes
unstable and erupts. All cases contain a weak overlying magnetic
field, which is unable to restrict the instability to a limited area.
3. Observations
The present study is a follow-up of the work in Paper I where 11
CBPs were analysed in detail for their dynamical evolution as
seen in several AIA (Lemen et al. 2012) channels. These cases
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were specifically selected for their position close to the disc
centre from the 70 cases identified in Mou et al. (2016). Here
we use the longitudinal magnetograms from the Helioseismic
and Magnetic Imager (HMI, Scherrer et al. 2012) on board the
SDO (Pesnell et al. 2012) spacecraft taken at 45 s cadence and a
0.5′′ × 0.5′′ pixel size. The magnetic data were corrected for the
projection effect in the image plane away from disc centre. For
the modelling discussed below only one in every ten images was
used, starting the selection from the beginning of the observed
time series (see Paper I for the time information). This provides
a time resolution of 450 s. The field-of-view of the analysed data
is 512 × 512 HMI pixels centred on the CBPs. It would have
been preferable for the modelling part of the analysis discussed
below to use vector magnetograms, however as the CBPs repre-
sent weak magnetic field regions, vector data are not available
for the investigation (for more details on the HMI noise level see
Leka et al. 2009; Hoeksema et al. 2014).
4. Numerical method
The data preparation discussed in the previous section produces
a long time series of magnetogram data representing a selec-
tion of CBP observations each of which covers a significant part
of their lifetime. The data show various typical features occur-
ring during the CBPs lifetime including emergence, coalescence,
fragmentation, and cancellation, where eruptions are seen from
all of the selected CBPs. In this paper, the processed magne-
togram time series from Paper I are used to approximate the time
evolution of the magnetic field in the photosphere. The decreased
time resolution of the HMI time series to 450 s has two purposes.
Firstly, it eliminates the high-frequency noise that exists between
two consecutive magnetograms (45 s), and therefore allows for
a more clean determination of the systematic time changes of
the magnetic features between subsequent magnetograms. Sec-
ondly, this long timescale variation is vital for following the slow
systematic changes in the photospheric magnetic field configu-
ration that systematically stress the 3D coronal magnetic field
configuration over time.
To simulate the 3D coronal evolution of the CBP directly
from the magnetogram observations a time-dependent NLFFF
relaxation approach as described by Gibb et al. (2014) is
adopted. This technique follows the near ideal time evolution
of the 3D magnetic field structure of the CBP regions where the
evolution of the coronal field is driven directly by the magne-
togram data. This approach is described in more detail in the
following paragraphs.
As a preparation for the time evolution, the 2D HMI mag-
netograms were passed through a pre-processing process that
allows for various cleanup and smoothing procedures. The cor-
rected HMI magnetograms represent the boundary conditions for
both the initial potential 3D magnetic field and its subsequent
time evolution using the NLFFF relaxation technique. Apart
from the procedures applied to the magnetograms before their
use (see Sect. 3), only single-pixel clusters with unrealistically
high count values were removed, and no lower flux threshold for
zeroing pixels values was adopted. This combination was chosen
as the flux regions considered in this investigation are small in
pixel sizes compared to active regions for which the code is nor-
mally used (Gibb et al. 2014; Yardley et al. 2018). In the present
study removing flux below a given threshold may strongly influ-
ence the magnetic field topology and the derived time evolution.
In the following the continuous time evolution of the magnetic
field obtained through the applied magnetograms is assumed to
be 2D periodic in the horizontal direction. This allows a fast
Fourier transform (FFT) approach to derive the initial potential
3D magnetic field. As none of the magnetograms are in a per-
fect flux balance, the top boundary of the domain is open which
allows the excess magnetic flux to exit.
The NLFFF relaxation code uses the magnetic vector poten-
tial, A, as the primary variable. To simulate each CBP a time
series of vector potentials are derived at the photosphere based
on the observed Bz magnetic field. To change the magnetic field
on the photospheric boundary in accordance with the observa-
tions, it is assumed that the two horizontal components of the
vector potential in the photospheric plane can be represented by
a scalar potential (Φ) in the following way,
Ax =
∂Φ
∂y
, (1)
Ay = −∂Φ
∂x
· (2)
Using the general definition of the magnetic field by a vector
potential, B = ∇ × A, and setting the gauge to zero, these
two approaches are combined to provide a Poisson equation for
determining the scalar potential Φ based on the knowledge of the
magnetic field at the bottom boundary,
∂2Φ
∂x2
+
∂2Φ
∂y2
= −Bz. (3)
Assuming the data in the 2D plane are periodic, this equation
is solved using a FFT approach. This solution may be expanded
in height defining an initial potential magnetic field using the
Devore Gauge (DeVore 2000).
To simulate the evolution of the photospheric and coronal
magnetic fields through a continuous sequence of NLFFF solu-
tions driven by the evolution of the photospheric field as deduced
from the magnetograms, the following technique is applied. To
start the simulation the vector potential A describing the initial
potential field is taken along with its deduced coronal field. Sub-
sequently, the vector potential components at the base (Ax, Ay)
are updated, resulting in the time evolution of the radial mag-
netic field at the photosphere from the present observed mag-
netogram to the next. The effect of this boundary evolution is
to inject electric currents and non-potentiality into the coronal
field which evolves the coronal field away from equilibrium. In
response to this, the vector potential in the full 3D domain is
found by solving the uncurled induction equation,
∂A
∂t
= u × B + Rnum, (4)
where u is the magneto-frictional velocity, expressed by
u =
1
ν
j × B
B2
, (5)
and Rnum is a non-ideal term that allows for numerical diffusion.
The role of the magneto-frictional velocity is to return the coro-
nal field to an equilibrium force-free state – in general a non-
linear force-free field. Using this technique a continuous time
sequence of NLFFF can be produced from the observed magne-
tograms. A full description of the code is given in Mackay et al.
(2011) and Gibb et al. (2014).
For each update of the boundary conditions, provided by the
selected HMI data, the induction equation is solved in a frictional
time until the magneto-frictional velocity becomes sufficiently
low. This indicates that a new near NLFFF state has been reached
and a snapshot of the 3D vector potential, A, is saved. The 3D
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relaxed magnetic field is determined from each HMI dataset. This
3D vector field is analysed using Vapor in an attempt to better
understand the structural evolution of the magnetic field, with an
emphasis on the region around the erupting CBP.
5. Results
Using the technique described in Sect. 4, an analysis of the mor-
phological and dynamical time evolution was conducted for the
11 CBPs discussed in Paper I. In the following, the 3D mag-
netic field structures that host the eruptions deduced from the
time-dependent NLFFF relaxation approach described above are
discussed. The analysis is based on a comparison between the
observations shown in Paper I, for example Figs. 1 and 3, and
the modelled magnetic field structure. The figures and movies in
Paper I combine information from HMI and four different AIA
channels (304 Å, 171 Å, 193 Å and 94 Å) to indicate the mor-
phology (including specific features) and dynamics of the erup-
tions as well as their timing and location with respect to the CBP
evolution.
Here we discuss a limited number of the eruptions. A discus-
sion of the remaining cases can be found in Appendix A below.
We also provide animations of the models using a 450 s cadence
that covers a time period of +/−75 minutes on either side of
the observed time of eruption. The starting points of the mag-
netic field line traces are chosen to indicate the field line struc-
ture at the time of eruption and are fixed in time. Therefore, a
small number of field lines are seen to change between closed
and open status between successive frames. The field lines are
colour-coded by the amount of current.
Table 1 contains the general parameters and information of
the different eruptions in relation to the NLFFF relaxation pro-
cess. We refer to Table 2 in Paper I for more information on the
eruptions and a general discussion of the CBPs.
The main focus of the present investigation is the local
and global 3D magnetic field structures at the locations of the
observed eruptions. The local 3D magnetic structure probes
the connectivity between the local bipolar flux concentrations,
while the global structure explores the connectivity with the
nearby flux concentrations. We follow the notation from Paper I,
where BP# ER# represents the eruption number for a given CBP.
Movies for the observations can be found online1.
BP1–ER1. From the time series of the NLFFF simulation
data, the magnetic field structure is investigated. The left panel of
Fig. 1 shows two arcade structures rising from the positive polar-
ity of the CBP. The eruption takes place at the PIL of the south-
ern loop system which is smaller (see the movie associated with
Fig. 1). We classify this as a small-scale arcade system (SsAS).
This SsAS maintains its simple loop structure around the time
of the eruption. There is no indication of a twisted magnetic
field structure embedded in the loop structure that could produce
the observed formation of the MF and its eruption. The size of
the region where the eruption takes place is small and is only
resolved with a small number of HMI pixels. When numerically
stressing the magnetic field, the low pixel resolution of the region
implies that numerical diffusion has a negative effect on the pos-
sible build-up of magnetic-field-line complexity. The erupting
SsAS region shows an enhanced electric current concentration
around the PIL, indicating an enhanced amount of free magnetic
energy for this location, where the micro-flare is observed. The
1 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1300416 and for the mod-
elling here: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1915477
right panel of Fig. 1 represents the large-scale field line struc-
ture of the CBP and erupting loop system. This shows how the
two loop systems seen in the left panel of Fig. 1 are embed-
ded in a loop-like structure that connects to a remote positive
flux concentration to the southeast of the CBP. This combined
magnetic configuration is comparable to a “fan-spine” structure
defined by a single 3D null point located above. However, to
identify a null point in this specific case, the positive flux con-
centration should be completely surrounded by the negative flux
at the photospheric surface. The lack of a clear identification of
a null point in the structure is due to the horizontal extent of the
two loop systems. In the observation the MF is seen moving in
the southeast direction. The overlying field above the erupting
MF loop system therefore seems to guide any upward-moving
structure in the same direction.
BP1–ER2. The second eruption takes place at the southern
edge of the CBP region, which is the same area that produced
the first eruption nearly 5 h earlier. The eruptions can therefore
be seen as homologous events (for the definition of homolo-
gous events and overview see Paper I). The time evolution of
the magnetic field in the erupting region shows the formation
of a small magnetic flux rope (FR) that grows with time, even
after the time of the eruption. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the
magnetic field structure at 04:49 UT. In comparison to the BP1–
ER1 case, strong current is clearly seen on the low-lying twisted
field lines, indicating the presence of free magnetic energy. From
the movie (see the movie associated with Fig. 2) it is seen that
both twist and current increase with time until approximately
the time of the eruption, when they then decrease. Further to
this, it is also found that most of the twisted field lines seem to
be rooted in the negative flux concentrations only. As a conse-
quence they do not look like a traditional flux rope above a PIL.
This finding is strongly supported by the MF statistical study
of Hermans et al. (1986) who report that one or both footpoints
of the MF were rooted at the bipole inversion line. The right
panel of Fig. 2 shows both the local flux rope and the large-
scale field that has a fan-spine (FS) structure. The FS structure
seen in the first eruption is less obvious for this eruption. The
main difference between the two eruptions is that the size of the
loop system containing the FR is clearly smaller in the second
eruption.
BP10. The local field line structure of this CBP represents a
series of SsASs (left panel of Fig. 3; see the associated movie),
which produces a complicated region where the CBP emission
originates (see also Fig. A.17 in Paper I). The positive flux
patch connects to several negative flux concentrations in the local
vicinity. Around the location of the first emission, the magnetic
field is divided in terms of connectivity, creating a location where
the magnetic field contains a highly distorted 3D magnetic null
point (right panel of Fig. 3). This null point has the spine axes
rooted in the negative polarities on either side of the positive
polarity and the fan surface connects down to the local positive
polarity patches (a magnetic field structure that is different from
the FS structure seen in BP1 and BP2). It is likely that this null
point may be the key for the magnetic energy release process
associated with this eruption. The location of the null point and
the initial emission enhancement in the AIA images seems to
be well aligned in space. The spreading of the dimming seems
to follow the local division line of the fan surface from the null
point towards the northwest and southeast. This indicates that
the eruption takes place within this domain of the magnetic field
and seems consistent with the energy release being controlled by
the magnetic null point.
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Table 1. General information on the CBP eruptions and the configuration of the associated coronal magnetic field.
No. Start time for eruption Duration Local field line structure Global field line structure
data end time (min)
1 02/01/2011 22:31 25 Small-scale Arcade System (SsAS) Fan-spine structure (FS)
03/01/2011 04:42 24 SsAS with a Flux Rope (FR) FS
2 01/01/2011 19:25 20 SsAS with a FR FS
01/01/2011 23:21 16 SsAS with a FR FS
3 02/01/2011 09:23 17 SsAS with an external FR Large Arcade System (LAS)
02/01/2011 13:12 33 SsAS with an external FR LAS
4 02/01/2011 03:32 20 SsAS with complications and FR LAS containing several footpoints
02/01/2011 05:18 31 SsAS with complications and FR LAS containing several footpoints
02/01/2011 06:24 19 FR region with one polarity footpoints Complex overlying loop system
5 01/01/2011 21:36 15 SsAS with an external FR Open Field (OF) and LAS
6 03/01/2011 10:04 19 SsAS with a FR LAS with different connectivities
7 01/01/2011 00:31 17 SsAS LAS
01/01/2011 15:31 13 SsAS/LAS with a FR LAS
01/01/2011 16:17 33 SsAS/LAS LAS
01/01/2011 18:42 18 SsAS with a FR LAS with a FR
8 02/01/2011 21:10 40 SsAS with a FR OF and LAS
02/01/2011 23:42 22 SsAS with a FR OF and LAS
9 03/01/2011 13:30 35 SsAS with a FR from one polarity footpoint Complex field structure
10 03/01/2011 13:53 22 SsAS with different connectivity Complex null structure
11 02/01/2011 09:10 47 SsAS with a FR LAS
02/01/2011 22:10 40 SsAS with a FR LAS
Fig. 1. BP1–ER1. Left panel: loop structure of the BP1 region and the neighbouring smaller loop system that host the first observed eruption.
The bottom plane represents the magnetogram scaled to ±85.3 Gauss. The field lines are colour-coded with a non-dimensional magnitude of the
current. The current amplitude is in units of 0.0188 Amperes. The right panel: additionally includes the large-scale magnetic field (blue field lines)
that embeds the loop systems seen in the left panel. Time: 22:39 UT. An animation (BP1_erupt1.mov) associated to the left panel is available
online.
Fig. 2. As in Fig. 1 but for BP1–ER2. Left panel: field line structure at the region where the second eruption in BP1 takes place. Time: 04:49 UT.
An animation (BP1_erupt2.mov) associated to the left panel is available online.
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Fig. 3. As in Fig. 1 but for BP10. We note the presence of the very skewed 3D null point represented by the blue magnetic field lines. Time: 13:39
UT. An animation (BP10_erupt1.mov) associated to the left panel is available online.
Fig. 4. As in Fig. 1 but for BP11–ER1. Time: 9:45 UT. An animation (BP11_erupt1.mov) associated to the left panel is available online.
BP11–ER1. The first eruption of BP11 takes place in a rel-
atively simple bipolar region (left panel of Fig. 4; see the asso-
ciated movie). The field lines tracing from this region show a
SsAS with very little twist connecting in the east-west direc-
tion around the bipolar region. Extending the region to the north
and south of this region, twisted structures are found. Both of
these FRs contain only a weak current. Looking at the field line
structure close to the region of emission, the FR to the south is
very clear, while also the second FR to the north of the bipolar
region is identified. How any of these FRs impact the eruption is
unknown. The large-scale overlying magnetic field represents a
large arcade system (LAS) that over a large length scale encap-
sulates the underlying loop system. Further away from the large-
scale structure the field connectivity seems very complex which
does not provide a means to guide the expansion of the ejecta
from the eruption. This LAS could explain the two dimming
regions that expand north and south of the CBP (see Fig. 4 in
Paper I) confining the erupting cool material of the MF and the
expanding CBP loops.
BP11–ER2. The flux structure of this eruption is simpler
than the first eruption, and the effect of the eruption is rela-
tively small, as also confirmed by the observations (see Fig. 6
in Paper I). The field line structure of the region is shown in the
left panel of Fig. 5 (see the movie associated with Fig. 5). This
shows that the field line structure in the CBP region is a SsAS,
with a clear FR extending to the north. The eruptive region to
the northeast contains both sheared arcade structures between
the positive and negative polarities, but also a more complicated
FR extending to the east of the loop system. The structure for the
eruption to the southeast resembles the one seen in BP10 with the
null point in the middle of the structure. It is therefore likely that
three independent regions become unstable and erupt over a very
short time period. The large-scale magnetic field, right panel of
Fig. 5, shows a LAS above the central CBP region.
6. Discussion
In previous investigations of CBPs, potential magnetic field
extrapolations were used to model the local magnetic field struc-
ture deduced from magnetograms (i.e. Pérez-Suárez et al. 2008;
Alexander et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2012; Galsgaard et al. 2017).
These investigations were often limited to a single snapshot in
time and in size, where the constraint of the lowest-energy solu-
tion only illustrates the bipolar nature of the CBP region.
To allow the time evolution of the model considered here to
be more realistic than previous static investigations, a sizeable
region around the CBPs has been used (512 × 512 HMI pix-
els). A region of this size is required to permit both the time
evolution of the local small-scale magnetic field structure and
the large-scale magnetic field structure of the CBP region to be
investigated. The time evolution allows electric-current carrying
structures in the force-free magnetic field to build up and create
magnetic structures that may become unstable and erupt. The
large-scale modelling is required for investigating the expansion
path of the eruption ejecta away from the initiation region.
The numerical calculations presented here have been exe-
cuted without an explicit diffusion parameter, in order to main-
tain as much as possible of the field line connectivity due to the
imposed boundary changes of the initial magnetic field configu-
ration. As the applied code is not free from numerical diffusion,
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 1 but for BP11–ER2. Time: 22:04 UT. An animation (BP11_erupt2.mov) associated to the left panel is available online.
there is a minimum number of gridpoints above which more
complicated magnetic structures can be assumed to build up.
Below this length-scale, numerical diffusion may be significant,
and may therefore constantly be removing the tendency to build
up, for example, twisted flux structures. The amount of observed
twist in structures close to the resolution limit may therefore be
smaller than it would have been if the magnetic field evolution
had been truly ideal.
Even with this restriction in the simulation data, twisted flux
structures are identified in the simulation domains. These are
a result of the continuous photospheric motions of the mag-
netic footpoints combined with the process of flux cancella-
tion. These motions “braid” the magnetic field in various ways
and on a variety of different length and time scales. Within
the NLFFF relaxation simulations, there are two main factors
that may cause magnetic flux ropes to form. The first is flux
cancellation in the photosphere between the footpoints of two
sheared arcades (van Ballegooijen & Martens 1989; Gibb et al.
2014). This process may occur along a PIL as the vertical com-
ponents of the field cancel but the horizontal component remains
along the PIL. Multiple occurrences of this may then produce a
flux rope. The second is numerical diffusion within the coro-
nal volume as highly stressed fields are produced. Additionally,
rotational motions of flux concentrations may produce twist,
but such motions are not easily identified nor imposed for the
method used here to drive the simulation. This would be possi-
ble if vector magnetogram data covering the quiet Sun existed.
We note that the NLFFF relaxation method is not the appro-
priate way to follow the evolution through a real instability,
where magnetic reconnection plays an important role in chang-
ing the magnetic field line connectivity over a short timescale.
Previous studies on both the local and global scale have shown
the occurrence of non-equilibrium within similar NLFFF simu-
lations (Mackay & van Ballegooijen 2006a,b; Gibb et al. 2014;
Yardley et al. 2018). Such events are seen where a flux rope
first forms and then increases in size. Eventually the flux rope
may become too large to be held down by the overlying arcades
and as a result it starts to rise. As it rises, reconnection either
through a specified non-ideal term or due to numerical diffusion
may occur below the flux rope. This then produces an enhanced
outward radial Lorentz force that causes the flux rope to rise
and subsequently be ejected from the computational box if open
boundary conditions are used. After the flux rope is expelled, the
system returns to a new equilibrium state. We note however that
the ejection of the flux rope does not occur over a true physical
timescale, and to capture the full dynamics a full magnetohy-
drodynamic (MHD) simulation is required (Pagano et al. 2013,
2018). This does however illustrate that the magneto-frictional
approach may be used to follow the quasi-static evolution of the
field as long as there is sufficient time between the ejections for
the field to be able to eject the flux rope and return to a new
equilibrium state.
In the cases discussed above, no eruptions are seen in the
NLFFF simulations. The most likely reason for this is that the
twisted flux regions that may become unstable are too close to
the resolution limit to allow them to evolve into an unstable state.
Local diffusion then becomes important for cleaning up the field
structure before the field begins to build up new stress for the
subsequent eruption.
Seven of the eleven CBPs discussed above have repeated
eruptions from the same topological region of the magnetic field.
In some of the cases the twist is seen to “diffuse” away before
a new twisted structure builds up at nearly the same location
providing the basis for the subsequent eruption. In other cases,
the twist is not removed between subsequent eruptions. In these
cases the magnetic field structure is continually “braided”.
A different investigation (Moreno-Insertis & Galsgaard
2013) found that the emergence of magnetic flux into an open
magnetic field produced a sequence of eruptions in the late
phase of the emergence process, with repeated eruptions taking
place in the same volume of the emerged structure. Investigating
these eruptions in more detail, it is found that the events contain
a tether-cutting process below the rising magnetic flux structure
(a mini-CME-like structure) and that this process adds twist to
both the magnetic structure located below and above the current
sheet. This increase in twist is important for the underlying
flux structure to start its path towards a new eruption. The lack
of cleaning up after the eruption in the relaxation model may
therefore be less of a real problem than first expected, but more
investigations of these phenomena are clearly needed.
The NLFFF relaxation model provides a possible technique
for investigating the general structure of the magnetic field
where repeated eruptions occur. It is found that these events
can take place in the same magnetic field configuration for the
same CBP. The different cases show that the global magnetic
field structures of the eruptions are different from one CBP to
another. In BP1 and BP2, a similar FS-like structure is present,
while the structure in the other cases is less coherent in nature,
with one case containing a different orientated 3D magnetic
null point above the CBP region (BP10). In addition, 3D mag-
netic null points with FS structures were also found to dom-
inate the magnetic structure for a sample of CBPs located in
coronal holes (Galsgaard et al. 2017). An important question is
how the large-scale structure of the magnetic field influences
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both the local presence of the CBP and also the path of the
ejecta from the eruptions. The various structures of the large-
scale magnetic field found in this investigation indicate that
for the quiet Sun, relaxed magnetic field configurations have
different magnetic configurations from those found in coronal
holes (Galsgaard et al. 2017). One important difference in the
present study is the continued stressing of the magnetic field,
which may alter the structure of the magnetic field due to the
allowed free magnetic energy. Future modelling studies could
consider a comparison of potential field extrapolations with the
NLFFF model. In the BP1 and BP2 cases the FS-like struc-
ture seems to be an obvious location where a 3D null point
could appear. Potential null-point structures are very resilient to
numerical resolution (Galsgaard et al. 2017), while the increase
in free magnetic energy could collapse the null points into cur-
rent sheets that may make it much more difficult to identify
(Galsgaard & Nordlund 1997). In the BP10 case a 3D null point
is identified that is likely to be the key for the process of mag-
netic energy release associated with this eruption.
A recent investigation by Pagano et al. (2015) shows that the
paths of erupting prominences (large CMEs) are to a large degree
determined by the structure of the overlying coronal magnetic
field. The CMEs in their investigation are seen to follow the
path through the magnetic field that offers the least “resistance”.
This implies that the CMEs are most likely to propagate along
the weak open field (OF) line regions. With this knowledge,
the propagation of the mini-CME seen in the imaging observa-
tions provides indirect information on the structure and possible
field strength of the unseen coronal magnetic field. The struc-
ture of the ejecta seen in the observations may in some cases
be explained by investigating the structure of the large-scale 3D
magnetic field from the NLFFF relaxation simulation. Here, the
ejecta are either propagating along the existing magnetic field
lines, or expanding along arcade structures. The eruptions or
mini-CMEs discussed above are small-scale versions of the large
and more impressive CMEs. As in the case of classic CMEs, the
eruptive structures are most likely to expand along a channel of
weak magnetic field strength.
The advantage of studying mini-CMEs relates to the simplic-
ity of the underlying magnetic field. In the CBP mini-CME cases
the photospheric magnetic field structure is simple, with only a
relatively small number of strong magnetic flux concentrations
defining the local magnetic field structure. In comparison, large
CMEs are typically associated with active regions that are highly
complex magnetic systems. It is therefore much easier to under-
stand the magnetic structure and the reasons for both the forma-
tion and eruption of mini-CMEs. This makes it very valuable to
continue investigating these events, and to increase the spatial
resolution of future observations to better capture the magnetic
flux and emission distribution. Knowledge of the basic processes
in the mini-CMEs may subsequently be used to improve our
understanding of the evolution of large CMEs.
All of the events in our sample refer to non-emergence cases.
In Paper I we found that out of 21 eruptions, 18 occurred 9–25 h
after CBP formation, with an average delay of 16 h 40 min. This
time delay in the eruption occurrence was found to coincide with
the CBPs becoming smaller until they fully disappeared. In the
remaining three cases the first eruptions occurred relatively soon
after CBP formation (∼5 h, BP1, 4 h, BP7, and 6 h, BP8), that is,
the appearance of a CBP in the AIA 193 Å channel. A recent paper
by Wyper et al. (2018) is interesting in this context. An initial open
magnetic field contains an opposite polarity flux region, with a sin-
gle 3D magnetic null point above the photosphere, where the null-
point spine axis connects to the minority flux polarity below it. The
single polarity magnetic field is stressed by a twisting motion that
follows the contours of the Bz component of the minority polar-
ity region. This builds up stress, forming a flux rope that eventu-
ally erupts, producing the ejection of twisted plasma to the outside
open flux region. A process the authors refer to as a breakout
model. The above model is a modification of the model discussed
in Pariat et al. (2009, 2010), where the difference is the forma-
tion of a twisted filament inside the null point dome region that
becomes unstable. The problem in these studies relative to the
observations is the huge amount of twist needed to reach the unsta-
ble state. This twisting seems to be absent from all of the observed
cases investigated here.
In many observations, the eruptions have been interpreted as
a consequence of the general cancellation of magnetic flux in the
photosphere. One may take time-dependent measurements of the
signed magnetic flux in the photosphere over long time periods,
and these often show how the signed flux in a specific domain
decreases systematically over long timescales. The fact that the
change in flux takes place over timescales much longer than the
eruption event renders this interpretation of the trend misguiding
and it must be due to other processes of a much less explosive
character.
The observations considered here show that all eruptions are
initiated from a confined area in the magnetic structure, which
is most likely located below the twisted flux concentrations.
From a modelling perspective there are different possibilities.
One is a traditional kink instability that requires the magnetic
field strength to decrease significantly outside the flux rope.
For the cases considered here this is not likely as in the model
magnetic field, the gradients in magnetic field strength are not
large. A second possibility is a buoyancy instability that lifts the
twisted loop upwards from low down in the atmosphere, cre-
ating a vertical current sheet below the flux rope in the lower
corona. Tether cutting can then drive the process explosively,
as it has been seen in previous cases (Manchester et al. 2004;
Moreno-Insertis & Galsgaard 2013), where it has an important
role in both propelling the overlying flux rope upward and
adding new twist to the underlying magnetic field, helping build
up twist for a following eruption.
7. Conclusions
The time-dependent evolution of a series of eruptive CBPs has
been investigated using a NLFFF simulation approach. An ini-
tial potential solution to the observed HMI magnetogram is
advanced in time using subsequent HMI magnetograms with
a time resolution of 450 seconds. The time-dependent NLFFF
solution is found using a relaxation approach, which allows com-
plicated field line structures to build up over time. The magnetic
field configurations have been investigated around the times
where the CBPs erupt, identifying the magnetic field configu-
ration responsible for the eruption and investigating the field for
the possible paths of the ejecta. In 17 out of 21 cases a twisted
magnetic field structure has been located in the close vicinity
of the first intensity enhancement in the AIA observations. This
indicates that the existence of magnetic flux ropes may be the
crucial factor for the eruptions, and that these events may be
comparable in structure and initial evolution to large CMEs.
The structure of the large-scale magnetic field differs signif-
icantly between the different CBP studies. In two cases a FS-
like structure without any identified null points was identified,
seven CBP cases have LASs, two cases have an OF structure,
and finally two contain a more complicated field line structure.
In all cases the observed eruptions take place on the edge of the
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central CBP loop system, where one of the CBP flux
concentrations connects in a SsAS structure to a nearby
opposite-polarity flux concentration.
From Paper I it is seen that repeated eruptions take place in
a large fraction of the selected CBPs, and the modelling here
shows that these occur in the same topological region of the
magnetic field and therefore can be classified as homologous
eruptions. These signatures of the CBP eruptions require an
explanation, for why these regions are susceptible to the build
up of magnetic twist and free energy, which eventually becomes
unstable, leading to the observed eruptions. To reach this goal
two advances are needed. At present the CBP regions are only
marginally resolved in the HMI observations. This relates both
to the spatial resolution and to the limiting threshold of the mag-
netograms. The lack of resolution influences the results from the
numerical modelling. At present the small-scale magnetic fea-
tures that are important for the local twisting of the magnetic
field are represented by only a few pixels. This implies that the
numerical model operates on a length scale relative to the mag-
netic structures that is close to the diffusion length scale. This has
a negative influence on the results in the form of high numerical
diffusion in these regions, which limits their realistic evolution.
To follow and understand the ongoing field evolution more pro-
foundly, higher-resolution data in terms of space and sensitivity,
as well as preferably vector magnetograms, are needed.
The true nature of the micro-flares (compact sudden bright-
ening associated with PIL that follow/accompany the start of the
eruptions) remains unclear. A follow-up study on a coronal-hole
CBP eruption case may provide more conclusive evidence.
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Appendix A: Details of the remaining bright points
Here the individual eruptions that are not included in the main
text are discussed in detail. Modelling movies for the left panels
of the figures shown below are found online2. The movies are
named as BP?_erupt?.mov, where the first ? represents the CBP
case number and the second ? the eruption number.
BP2–ER1. This eruption takes place in the close vicinity of
two very closely placed opposite polarity flux concentrations at
the western edge of the CBP region. A detailed investigation of
the field line structure of this region shows two interesting fea-
tures. First, the local field lines generally contain lots of cur-
rent and secondly, these field lines form two FRs that extend in
both the east and west directions relative to the local dominat-
ing strong positive flux concentration. Further to this, there is
a SsAS connecting the two dominant positive and negative flux
concentrations, which helps to keep the twisted field lines con-
fined in height (left panel of Fig. A.1; see the associated movie).
From the time evolution it is seen that the field lines maintain
their high current values throughout the time series, giving little
clue to when a possible eruption may take place. The magne-
tograms show various motions of the flux concentrations over
the time scale of the observations, with a trend to make the flux
distribution simpler, resulting in fewer and stronger flux con-
centrations scattered over a smaller region. Upon considering
the large-scale magnetic field structure, one sees that the MF
is located in one of two magnetic field loop systems contained
inside a FS like structure, similar to the BP1 case (see the right
panel of Fig. A.1). The top “spine” FS connects towards the top
of the simulated domain due to a general flux imbalance of the
applied HMI magnetogram region. The magnetic field strength
decreases with height, where it is found to be marginally stronger
to the south of the twisted structure. From the simulated mag-
netic field, it is surprising that the eruption expands in the south-
ern direction. It seems to be energetically easier for the erup-
tion to move upwards and follow a slightly northern direction by
expanding up through the OF.
BP2–ER2. The simulation data show a FR associated with
the two closest opposite flux concentrations at the source loca-
tion of the eruption with a preference for the FR to extend in the
east direction (left panel of Fig. A.2; see the associated movie).
At the west end of the FR, a separator surface limits its extension.
Additionally, a twisted structure extends to the northeast from
the local twisted flux region and connects to the nearby positive
flux concentrations. The FR contains a relatively high amount
of current, indicating available free magnetic energy. Due to the
weaker negative flux imbalance over the global area of interest,
a large weak FS like structure embeds the twisted field regions,
right panel of Fig. A.2. Seemingly the centrally placed twisted
magnetic field causes the eruption, which takes place in the rem-
nants of the magnetic field environment of the first eruption,
making this a homologous event. The ambient magnetic field is
open above a given height that would permit some of the erupt-
ing material to escape.
BP3–ER1. The magnetic field simulation from the NLFFF
relaxation simulation shows a SsAS connecting the two main
flux concentrations in the CBP region and a FR connecting to
the north of the main CBP region passing above the negative flux
concentrations (left panel of Fig. A.3 and the associated movie).
This northward connection is clearly seen in all AIA channels
and it is where the eruption takes place. The FR continues even
further to the north connecting to a smaller cluster of positive
2 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1915477
flux concentrations. This extension is not observed in the AIA
images, where the enhanced emission seems to end at the first
negative flux concentration. The twisted magnetic field has only
a weakly enhanced current compared to the previous cases and
is found to change structure and concentration with time over
the period of the eruption. The FR is embedded in a LAS that
is orientated in the east-west direction. From the field line trace
in the right panel of Fig. A.3, it is clear that the lower field lines
confining the FR are rooted in the photosphere on either side of
the FR. Field lines passing higher above the FR connect from the
dominating positive flux to a variety of negative flux concentra-
tions on the order of 30′′ to the west of the FR. This indicates
that the energy release in this case is contained within the closed
magnetic structure identified in the model data.
BP3–ER2. The second eruption of BP3 takes place in the
same magnetic configuration as the first eruption. A difference
from the previous eruption, that is 4 h earlier, is that this erup-
tion is ejected in the northeast direction. The magnetic struc-
ture of the underlying photospheric field has evolved from that
seen earlier and now consists of a row of positive and negative
fluxes with a slight sheared structure between them. The CBP
region is mainly associated with the positive polarity and the
more southern negative flux concentrations, with a clear connec-
tion between the northern part of the positive flux and the most
northern negative flux concentration (see Fig. A.4 and the asso-
ciated movie). The left panel of Fig. A.4 shows the structure of
the magnetic field, with a clear sheared arcade covering a large
fraction of the extended bipolar region. Over time the distance
between the rows of positive and negative flux concentrations
decreases, while there is also an internal reconfiguration of their
relative positions and flux concentrations. This process contin-
ues after the start of the eruption. No strongly twisted or sheared
field lines are identified inside the arcade which hosts the erup-
tion up to the time of the energy release. To the north of the main
CBP region there are loops reaching three to four times higher
into the atmosphere (see the right panel of Fig. A.4). Comparing
this figure with the same for the BP3–ER1 event, it can be seen
that the large-scale structures are comparable between the two
events.
BP4–ER1. The magnetic field structure represents a SsAS
connecting the two main opposite flux concentrations. South-
west of these is a second negative flux concentration. Connec-
tions between these three flux concentrations generate a more
complicated SsAS system. From the most eastern negative flux
concentration, magnetic flux also connects towards the north,
generating a FR that is located close to the point where the erup-
tion initiates (left panel of Fig. A.5). The different field line con-
nectivity regions impose a location with a high shear in the field,
that may allow for a small energy release (see the movie associ-
ated with Fig. A.5). The large-scale structure of the field (right
panel of Fig. A.5), represents several LASs connecting between
the different positive flux concentrations to more diffuse negative
flux locations. This defines a loop system extending from north
to south, with a slight turn in the east direction as the distance
north of the CBP region increases.
BP4–ER2. The eruption takes place in the same region of
the magnetogram as the previous eruption, although some mod-
ifications of the photospheric magnetic field have taken place.
The change is related to the re-orginasation of the flux concen-
trations to new relative positions and a continued simplification
of the surface flux distribution. This event is another example of
a homologous eruption. There is a FR connecting in the north
direction from the negative flux concentrations (left panel of
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Fig. A.1. As in Fig. 1 but for BP2–ER1. Left panel: combined sheared and twisted magnetic field line structure that may constitute the unstable
field that is triggering the eruption. The blue field lines in the right panel show the large-scale open magnetic field with the twisted structure
embedded in it. Time: 19:30 UT.
Fig. A.2. As in Fig. 1 but for BP2–ER2. Time: 23:09 UT.
Fig. A.3. As in Fig. 1 but for BP3–ER1. Left panel: arcade structure connecting the two main polarities of the core CBP region and twisted field
line structure to the north of this that may constitute the unstable field that triggers the eruption. Time: 09:21 UT.
Fig. A.6; see the associated movie). This FR is close to the posi-
tion where the initial emissivity is seen in the AIA 171 and 193 Å
observations. The twisted structure contains a medium strong
current located in the core region of the eruption. The large-
scale magnetic field has a close resemblance to the field seen in
BP4–ER1 (a LAS), right panel of Fig. A.6.
BP4–ER3. The location of the eruption is similar to the two
previous eruptions, and the structure of the ejection resembles
the two previous cases. The NLFFF simulation data again show
a FR where one footpoint starts from the negative flux concen-
trations extending northward. This time the structure is smaller
and more difficult to identify (left panel of Fig. A.7; see the
associated movie). Over time the direction of the twisted flux
concentration slowly changes from a near north direction to a
northwest direction. A partial reason for this relates to the re-
organisation in the flux concentrations, with the minority posi-
tive flux moving towards the west while slowly vanishing over
time. The LAS represents the same general structure that was
seen for the two previous cases, right panel of Fig. A.7.
BP5. The eruption takes place from a small region where
a single large positive flux concentration and several smaller
negative concentrations are present. The local field line struc-
ture shows a SsAS connecting between the positive and negative
flux polarities defining the core region of the CBP. To the south-
east of these flux concentrations one finds a FR that extends to a
nearby larger positive flux concentration (left panel of Fig. A.8;
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Fig. A.4. As in Fig. 1 but for BP3–ER2. Time: 13:31 UT.
Fig. A.5. As in Fig. 1 but for BP4–ER1. Time: 03:25 UT.
Fig. A.6. As in Fig. 1 but for BP4–ER2. Time: 05:15 UT.
Fig. A.7. As in Fig. 1 but for BP4–ER3. Time: 06:15 UT.
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Fig. A.8. As in Fig. 1 but for BP5. Time: 21:34 UT.
see the associated movie). The FR contains relative strong cur-
rent over a larger region making it a candidate for an eruption.
The FR extends along the direction of the eruption when com-
pared to the AIA observations. The large-scale magnetic field
consists of a LAS that confines the FR, and connects a signifi-
cant fraction of the field lines in the southeast direction towards a
few distant positive flux concentrations (right panel of Fig. A.8).
BP6. The local magnetic field structure is seen in the
left panel of Fig. A.9. This shows a shared SsAS that con-
nects the positive and negative flux regions. Also, field lines
connecting from the west edge of the negative flux concen-
trations connect below the loop system towards the posi-
tive fluxes. These field lines form a FR that continues deep
into the arcade region, though without exiting on the oppo-
site, eastern side of the loop system (see the movie associ-
ated with Fig. A.9). Some of these twisted field lines contain
a strong current along a significant fraction of their length,
hosting free magnetic energy that may be used in the erup-
tion. For the large-scale magnetic field structure, the empha-
sis is on the field in the direction of the weak expansion –
the northeast direction relative to the assumed centre of the erup-
tion. The CBP region is embedded in a LAS that connects the
negative polarity region to more distant positive fluxes in the
south-east direction. Towards the north-east direction, field lines
seem to form a loop system that has an east-ward alignment.
BP7–ER1. The magnetic field line structure at the location
of the eruption represents a SsAS that connects between the
dominating positive polarity structure and the string of negative
flux concentrations around it. This loop system shows no sig-
natures of a FR along its curved PIL, left panel of Fig. A.10.
Part of this may be attributed to the very low grid resolution
along the location of the PIL, where numerical diffusion may
counter act the growth of twist (see the movie associated with
Fig. A.10). Further, to obtain a twist across the PIL a shear or
rotation motion of the bipolar flux structures is required, and this
type of motion is difficult to capture with the present modelling
approach, where only the normal component of the magnetic
field is used. The large-scale magnetic field defines a sequence
of LASs that connects the string of negative flux concentration
extending to the northwest with positive flux further to the north-
west. This is a volume within which the MF expansion may take
place.
BP7–ER2. This eruption is related to the bipole evolution
of the CBP, rather than its interaction with neighbouring flux.
The magnetic field configuration represents a SsAS that covers
the central part of the CBP region between the dominant neg-
ative and positive flux concentrations. Part of this structure is
connected by simple slightly sheared loop structures. At the west
edge of the negative flux, the field lines create a FR that connects
to a distant location (left panel of Fig. A.11; see the associated
movie). The eastern part of the negative magnetic flux connects
to positive flux regions much further away to the west of the CBP
region. This division constitutes what looks like a quasi separator
surface (QSL) (Priest & Démoulin 1995; Titov 2007). The QSL
allows for a fast change in the mapping in the field line connec-
tivity, where stress may easily grow when the magnetic field is
stressed by simple footpoint motions, and could be a reason for
driving magnetic reconnection which could be the mechanism
for the eruption in this particular case. The ejecta seen in the
AIA observations is weak. It expands in the northwest direction
where it soon fades into the background. This direction may be
reached if the eruption is caused by the QSL close to the negative
flux concentration.
BP7–ER3. The eruption takes place in the same region as
the previous eruption. As the time difference between these erup-
tions is small, that is just over one hour, the magnetic structure
of the region has not changed. There are some alterations to the
shape of the photospheric magnetic field, with the positive flux
concentration now taking up a larger part of the length of the
negative polarity. This has not significantly changed the mag-
netic field skeleton, that is still dominated by a SsAS between the
two main polarities of the CBP region (left panel of Fig. A.12;
see the associated movie). From the left panel in Fig. A.12 it
is clear that there is a change in the shear of the magnetic field
with height, a shear that has been build up since the second erup-
tion. The large-scale magnetic field is similar to that of the pre-
vious eruption, with the connectivity of the magnetic field from
the negative flux concentration including the same QSL, see the
right panel of Fig. A.12.
BP7–ER4. The CBP region has the same magnetic field
structure as seen in the previous cases, but this time with a FR
that extends to the south of the CBP region. The magnetic field
shows no clear connection towards the west, where part of the
MF is seen to move (left panel of Fig. A.13; see the associated
movie). The magnetic field has maintained the LAS system, but
this time with a new FR to the west of the CBP region. This
structure is not involved in the dynamics seen in the AIA images.
BP8–ER1. The NLFFF simulation data show how the dom-
inant positive polarity connects to the negative polarity south of
it. The negative polarities to the east of the positive flux con-
centration link to a positive flux concentrated far to the east of
the CBP location. This indicates the presence of a QSL between
two types of field line connectivity. The QSL seems to be asso-
ciated with the brightening seen in the AIA emission. This
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Fig. A.9. As in Fig. 1 but for BP6. Time: 10:00 UT.
Fig. A.10. As in Fig. 1 but for BP7–ER1. Time: 00:18 UT.
Fig. A.11. As in Fig. 1 but for BP7–ER2. Time: 15:18 UT.
Fig. A.12. As in Fig. 1 but for BP7–ER3. Time: 16:09 UT.
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Fig. A.13. As in Fig. 1 but for BP7–ER4. Left panel: field line structure in the region where the AIA emission of the eruptions initiates.
Right panel: large-scale magnetic field covering the region of the eruption. Time: 18:28 UT.
Fig. A.14. As in Fig. 1 but for BP8–ER1. Time: 21:12 UT.
Fig. A.15. As in Fig. 1 but for BP8–ER2. Time: 23:42 UT.
suggests that the QSL is important for the dynamical energy
release (left panel of Fig. A.14; see the associated movie). On
the large scale, the CBP arcade structure is embedded in what
looks like an OF region defined by the negative flux concentra-
tions on the south and east side of the dominate positive polarity
(right panel of Fig. A.14). A FR is present to the north of the pos-
itive flux region, which represents the direction of the eruption.
The observed ejecta propagates in the north direction relative to
the region of the positive flux patch. Magnetic field lines ema-
nating from this part of the positive flux concentration roughly
connect in this direction, but there is no obvious reason as to why
the ejecta should take place from this region, as it is not directly
connected to the QSL region.
BP8–ER2. This eruption is a large event that extends over a
region of 60′′ in length. It arises from the same region as the
first eruption, but expands in a north-east direction. The flux
concentrations have evolved into a simpler configuration. Due
to the relatively short time between the two eruptions (∼2 h),
the structure of the magnetic field in the active region has not
changed significantly. In the left panel of Fig. A.15 (see the
movie associated with Fig. A.15) a FR is seen to be rooted in
the major positive flux concentration and it extends to the west.
This structure is new, while the previous FR located to the north
has vanished. On the east-side of this flux concentration, the neg-
ative polarity flux concentrations still connect to the distant posi-
tive flux concentrations, indicating that the QSL is still present in
the magnetic configuration. The large-scale magnetic field struc-
ture is comparable to the first eruption (right panel of Fig. A.15;
an OF). The main difference is that the eruption propagates along
field lines that connect to the negative flux concentrations located
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Fig. A.16. As in Fig. 1 but for BP9. Time: 13:33 UT.
to the northeast of the CBP region. The important feature is that
the FR belongs to one flux system, while the propagation takes
place in a different flux system. How this transfer of information
from one flux region to the neighbouring flux region can take
place is not clear.
BP9. The NLFFF relaxation model has clear problems with
this event. From the left panel in Fig. A.16 (see the movie asso-
ciated with Fig. A.16), it can be seen that the grid resolution
of the magnetic flux concentrations and their PIL is very close
to the pixel resolution. We may therefore only expect to see a
SsAS between the minor positive polarity and the larger negative
polarity. The large-scale magnetic field in this region is compli-
cated, due to the low amount of concentrated magnetic flux in
the photosphere around the eruption region. This complexity is
visualised in the right panel of Fig. A.16. Due to the complicated
structure of the large-scale magnetic field, there are no clear
hints to the observed expansion of the dimming seen in the AIA
channels.
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